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COVD-19 PROTOCOLS/GUIDELINES
Hello Everyone!
Because of the rising number of COVD-19 cases, we have had to strengthen and
update our COVD-19 protocols. Below is a list we strongly encourage everyone to
follow to help keep everyone safe and limit potential exposure:
1. As mandated by the Andover School Department, anyone inside the Collins Center
for the Performing Arts building and Andover High School property MUST WEAR A
MASK. Dancers must also wear a mask while performing on stage. Anyone with a
purchased ticket who feels uncomfortable sitting in the main area of the theater, may
request to have their seat moved to the upper back sections of the theater to maintain
a safe distance from others. This can be done at the box office.
2. Once seated in the theater, we ask that everyone remain in their seats until
intermission or until the end of the show, unless it is an emergency. Move for the
Movement is not a competition where people can come and go as different studios
perform. It is in fact a show much like you would go to see at any other theater.
Continually getting up and sitting down disrupts the other audience members and
interferes with their enjoyment of the show.
3. Dance studios will be assigned to areas that separate them from other studios and
companies as much as possible. We ask that all dancers remain in their designated
areas at all times except traveling to and from the stage, or to purchase items from
the concession, merchandise areas, or bathrooms (making sure to not linger in those
areas). We also ask that parents stay in their seats and do not enter the students
designated area unless it is an emergency.
4. As dancers approach the stage to perform, they need to maintain a safe distance
from other dance groups waiting to go on stage. Dancers will enter from stage right
and exit from stage left ONLY. There will be crossovers behind the back curtain.
Please stress to your dancers that once the routine has ended, move quickly off stage
and exit the wings immediately to avoid any backup and gathering.
									(Next page, please)
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5. As much as we know that dancers like to watch their fellow dancers perform,
because of the current situation, dancers will NOT be allowed in the theater unless
they have purchased a ticket in the main section of the theater and are seated with
their family or friends, keeping in mind that we are asking patrons to remain seated
until intermission or the end of the show.
										
6. Gathering at the top of the stairs to watch the show, even for a brief moment will
not be allowed. It is important that those traffics areas stay clear and moving for the
safety of all people watching the show. No one will be allowed in the theater without
a ticket.
7. There will be designated areas for people to sit and eat or drink anything purchased
from the concession stand.
8. When the show has ended, we request that everyone exit the theater in a timely
manner to avoid large gatherings of people in the lobby area. Studio directors, please
make sure your dancers gather their belongings and exit their designated dressing
areas quickly so the parents do not have to wait in the lobby.
Thank you for taking the time to read through these protocols and helping us to
maintain a safe environment for the dancers and those attending the show.
Regards,
Rose and J. Flynn
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BLOCKING SCHEDULE
Saturday, January 15 @ 12pm
Andover, MA
Each studio will be allotted a ten minute time slot to get their dancers some
stage time before the curtain opens. Please check in with the stage manager
when you arrive so we can try to stay on schedule. If you miss your allotted
time we will do our best to fit you in but there are no guarantees.
**Studio Owners/Teachers: please allow younger dancers first priority before
advanced dancers and/or use your discretion as to what numbers need
blocking first. **This is not a full run through and no music will be provided.

10:00-10:10

Dance Arts Academy

10:10-10:20

Dance, Etc.

10:20-10:30

Drive Dance

10:30-10:40

DNE School of Dance

10:40-10:50

East Coast Dance Center

10:50-11:00

Melissa Hoffman Dance Center

11:00-11:10

Nadine’s Dance Center

11:10-11:20

North Andover School of Dance

11:20-11:30

Dance Images Dance & Music Center

11:30-11:40

LaPierre School of Dance

